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THIS DAY IN REDS HISTORY 
 

1999-Marge Schott agrees to end the Reds 30-year ban on facial hair, in response to the acquisition of goateed Greg Vaughn. 

Although Vaughn will only spend one season with the Reds, he will bat .245 with 20 doubles, 45 home runs, 118 RBI and 15 

stolen bases, with his goatee intact 

 

MLB.COM 
 

Reed competing for bullpen spot this spring 

Price says Reds still see lefty as starter over the long haul 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Feb. 14th, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- During Reds Caravan late last month, manager Bryan Price took pitcher Cody Reed aside. Reed, who is 

primarily a starter, was told by Price he would not be included in the battle for the club's fifth spot in the starting rotation. 

 

Instead, Reed is in the mix for a spot in the bullpen. 

 

"As long as I get the opportunity, that's all I need," Reed said Wednesday. "I need someone to take a chance and I'm really ready to 

fill the spot. If I do get stretched out and have a good spring, who knows? Maybe I can go back to the guy that I was when they 

traded for me in '15." 

 

Reed was one of three young lefty starting pitcher prospects acquired from the Royals for Johnny Cueto on July 26, 2015. Reed was 

electric during Spring Training in '16, but he hasn't been able to duplicate the success during the regular season. 

 

In 22 career games for the Reds between 2016-17, including 11 starts, Reed is 1-8 with a 6.75 ERA. Last season, all but one of his 

12 games for Cincinnati was in long relief. 

 

Reed was 4-9 with a 3.55 ERA in 21 games (20 starts) for Triple-A Louisville in 2017. Command was frequently an issue for him, 

though, as he led the International League in wild pitches and hit batters and ranked third in walks. In the Majors, he walked 19 in 

17 2/3 innings. 

 

"Our goals with Cody are to regain and then surpass the command of his three pitches -- the fastball, slider and changeup," Price 

said. "We will continue to work on controlling the running game. 

 

"We all love this kid and think he can be a Major League starting pitcher right now. With where we are with our group, the most 

realistic spot for him to help us right now would be in the bullpen, but that's not long term. We haven't committed to saying this guy 

is a relief pitcher for the rest of his career by any means." 

 

Reed, who turns 25 on April 15, spent most of his offseason in Arizona trying to improve his changeup and the overall command of 

his pitches. 

 

"Especially when I'm just playing catch, I've worked on staying on top of the ball and trying to backspin it as much as possible," 

Reed said. "It's really helped me with my [bullpen sessions]. It's really helped with my daily routine to kind of have muscle memory 

and repeat it over and over." 

 

Staying on top of the ball has helped keep Reed's pitches from being flat and running too far off the plate. It's also helped him keep 

from pulling his head during his delivery, which may have contributed to his command issues. 

 

If Reed makes the club out of Spring Training, Price envisioned him having an elevated role in the bullpen. The Reds currently have 

one other returning lefty in Wandy Peralta. 

 



"If he's here in our bullpen, he should be pitching with some regularity. Or he should be starting in Triple-A," Price said. "He needs 

to be pitching wherever he is and whatever role he's in. A length guy, we did that last year for a bit and I thought he did the role 

fairly well. But I think we would need to get him in some higher leverage situation than long relief -- with the ability to throw some 

length when needed." 

 

 

Senzel working out at middle-infield positions 

Finnegan confident in comeback after injuries plagued 2017 season 

By Mark Sheldon MLB.com @m_sheldon 

Feb. 14th, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. -- Position players often arrive at Spring Training early and get to work. Reds top prospect Nick Senzel arrived 

very early. 

 

With the exception of the four-day team caravan in late January, Senzel has been at the Reds' complex in Arizona for about a month. 

Ranked the club's No. 1 prospect and No. 7 in all of baseball by MLB Pipeline, the third baseman has been working diligently at 

second base and shortstop. 

 

"A lot of opportunities and a lot of new stuff at different positions," Senzel said. "I'm going to go out early, get some work in, get 

acquainted to the new spots I haven't played and that's it." 

 

Senzel, 22, has exclusively been a third baseman since he was taken with No. 2 overall pick by the Reds in the 2016 Draft, but he 

was told he would be getting looks at the middle-infield and corner-outfield positions during his first big league camp. 

 

In recent days, Senzel has been doing less outfield work and more drills with infield coach Freddie Benavides on his technique. He's 

accepted the challenge of getting up to speed in the middle infield. 

 

"It's footwork at each position and the different arm angles," Senzel said. "It's using your legs more -- footwork around the bags, 

double plays and stuff like that. It's definitely challenging. It helps a lot that my newest position was third base. I grew up playing 

middle infield -- second base and shortstop -- and playing those positions. I have more knowledge of those positions than I do at 

third base. Going back is just refreshing the memory." 

 

Senzel hit .321/.391/.514 with 14 home runs and 65 RBIs in 119 games last season between Class A Advanced Daytona and 

Double-A Pensacola. He is expected to begin the 2018 season at Triple-A Louisville. 

 

Finnegan feels healthy 

Left-handed starter Brandon Finnegan isn't coming back from just one arm injury. He hurt both in 2017. The 24-year-old was 

limited to four starts because of a strained teres major muscle near his left shoulder. Then he had surgery on his right shoulder to 

repair a torn labrum in his non-throwing shoulder in July. That injury took place while he was boating in Cincinnati. 

 

"I have to put last season in the past. It happened, nothing I can do about it," Finnegan said. "My right shoulder feels better now, I 

think, than it did before. I feel a lot stronger. Everything is good to go for me right now. That's all that matters. I just have to 

continue the work that I've been doing and be ready to go." 

 

Finnegan threw 172 innings in 2016 during his first full season as a starter for Cincinnati. Although his prospects are good to return 

to the Reds' rotation, manager Bryan Price noted on Tuesday that poor performance in Spring Training could knock a pitcher out of 

the Opening Day staff. 

 

That didn't seem to concern Finnegan. 

 

"I've never had a good Spring Training," he said. "If that's what it's coming down to, I don't think it's going to happen. I'm not being 

cocky or anything. You check my stats at Spring Training, I don't have good springs. A lot of guys are like that. I just need to go out 

and compete like I usually do." 

 

Finnegan was scheduled to throw a bullpen session on Thursday. 

 

One pitcher missing 

As the Reds held their first workout of spring for their 34 pitchers and six catchers, one hurler was not in camp. Non-roster right-

hander Rafael DePaula has been delayed by visa issues. DePaula recently pitched in the Caribbean Series for his Dominican club, 

which apparently slowed the process. 

 

Other early arrivals 



Among the position players in camp on Wednesday: outfielders Adam Duvall and Jesse Winker. 

 

Up next 

Although rain is in the forecast, the Reds will work out again on Thursday morning. Among those slated for bullpen sessions are 

Anthony DeSclafani, Homer Bailey, Luis Castillo, Michael Lorenzen, Raisel Iglesias and Amir Garrett. 

 

 

Top 20 players who will shape NL Central race 

By Will Leitch MLB.com @williamfleitch 

Feb. 14th, 2018 

 

If you can believe it, Opening Day is only six weeks away. That means if we're going to start previewing the season division by 

division on a weekly basis -- and we are -- we have to start right now. Baseball is an individual sport masquerading as a team one, 

so we'll be previewing each division by counting down the 20 most pivotal players in the division. These aren't necessarily the best 

players. They're just the ones whose 2018 performance will be most vital to their teams' success this season, and seasons moving 

forward. And to keep it balanced, we'll pick four from each team. 

 

We begin with the National League Central. Tell me what you think -- not just about this list, but also whom I should not miss when 

I do the American League East next week, at will.leitch@mlb.com. 

 

20. Nick Senzel, Cincinnati Reds 

Senzel is the No. 7 prospect in baseball, he turns 23 in June and he's playing for a franchise that's eager to show off a quietly 

fascinating impending youth movement. He might not be the hitter Rhys Hoskins is -- though he could be! -- but you can see him 

erupting onto the scene in a similar way: A supersonic talent energizing a fan base that's desperate for something to get excited 

about. 

 

19. Austin Meadows, Pittsburgh Pirates 

Speaking of future Pirates All-Star outfielders, Meadows was supposedly the reason the Bucs could afford to trade Andrew 

McCutchen two years ago, back when he would have fetched them more of a return (and thus back when he was not actually 

traded). Meadows is still one of the top 50 prospects in baseball, but last year was supposed to be his big introduction -- except he 

hit .250 with Triple-A Indianapolis with only four homers. He has all the measurables and organizational excitement. Now it's time 

for Meadows to, you know, actually start hitting. (And stay on the field.) 

 

18. Luis Castillo, Cincinnati Reds 

Last year, a movie called "The Killing of a Sacred Deer," starring Colin Farrell and Nicole Kidman, hit theaters. It's set in 

Cincinnati; there are some lovely shots of Great American Ball Park. It also features a closeup of an open-heart surgery, multiple 

scenes of torture and maiming and has as dark an ending as any movie released last year this side of "mother!" And it still was more 

pleasant to look at than the Reds' pitching staff in 2017. Castillo was the one pearl amidst the rubble, and while Cincy's rotation 

doesn't look much better this year, he sure does. 

 

17. Jameson Taillon, Pittsburgh Pirates 

It remains fantastic and inspiring that Taillon is back on the mound, and pitching excellently, so soon after recovering from 

testicular cancer. But the Pirates' staff needs innings, and that's the one thing they haven't got from Taillon -- or anyone else, really. 

The Bucs also need something to give their fans to cheer for this year, and Taillon is easy to cheer for. 

 

16. Eric Thames, Milwaukee Brewers 

Thames is still responsible for one of the greatest baseball quotes of all time: "I have lots of blood and urine." (Don't we all, Eric.) 

Thames tore the league apart in April, and he was actually terrific in September, too. It was the middle part when he sagged, 

including a ghastly June (he hit .163) and August (.173). He is starting to look lost against lefties, which is why Ryan Braun may 

see some time at first base this year. Thames was the story for a larger part of the season last year, and he's immensely likable and 

obviously capable of runs of dominance. 

 

15. Raisel Iglesias, Cincinnati Reds 

For a while, the Reds were experimenting with turning Iglesias into a multi-inning reliever, and it worked like gangbusters for the 

former starter. There's little reason to push it with him now that Cincinnati knows how good he is; it's possible he'll be one of the 

best closers in the league by the end of the year. (He and Felipe Rivero are easily the best relievers in the division.) Still, it'd be nice 

if the Reds stayed creative with Iglesias. 

 

14. Josh Bell, Pittsburgh Pirates 

Now that McCutchen is gone, Bell is actually the top returning hitter for the Pirates; he led all returning Bucs players in homers, 

slugging, walks and games played. He's a switch-hitter with burgeoning power, and he's only 24 years old. (Until Meadows arrives, 



Bell will be the youngest player in the lineup.) Bell loses focus sometimes in the field and he has a long swing that has plenty of 

holes. But he's also underrated, underappreciated and underconsidered. 

 

13. Paul DeJong, St. Louis Cardinals 

A rookie comes out of nowhere and has a jaw-dropping year, leading to in-season honors and the Cardinals believing that, at last, 

they have solved their perpetual shortstop problems. That's DeJong now, but that was also Aledmys Diaz in 2016. Diaz, the most 

recent shortstop of the future, fell apart last year and has since been traded to Toronto. The Cards are counting on DeJong, who 

somehow led the team in homers last year despite only playing in 108 games, to secure the shortstop position for the next half-

decade, at least. But DeJong hasn't completely solved the strike zone (he walked only 21 times in 2017), he strikes out a ton (nearly 

one-third of his at-bats) and his range is solid at shortstop, but not spectacular. He better hang onto the job because, unlike Diaz, 

there is no DeJong behind him waiting to take over. 

 

12. Domingo Santana, Milwaukee Brewers 

One month ago, it looked like Santana was the Brewers' brightest future star on offense. One flurry of moves later, you wondered if 

Santana would even be on the team in 2018. Santana hit 30 homers and got on base at a .371 clip last year, but he was inconsistent 

and terrifyingly strikeout prone. The addition of Cain and Yelich changes the whole equation for Santana: He went from 

"foundational piece" to "potential trade bait for a front-line starter" overnight. That said, if he can build on last year, he can make 

sure he's a centerpiece of this Brewers resurgence … and maybe even be the team's star after all. 

 

11. Alex Reyes, St. Louis Cardinals 

The Cardinals haven't improved either their rotation or their bullpen the way their fans expected them to, and with the losses of 

Lance Lynn, Trevor Rosenthal, Juan Nicasio and Seung Hwan Oh, they're arguably worse than they were last year. But the Cards 

would argue having Reyes -- who missed all of last year after Tommy John surgery -- is their ace in the hole, a pitcher who can take 

over in the rotation if a spot opens up or can fix the closer issue if everybody holds up. He'll be back by May, and St. Louis won't 

rush him. If the Cardinals can get back to the postseason, Reyes will be as devastating an October weapon as you'll find. 

 

10. Kyle Hendricks, Chicago Cubs 

Now that the Cubs have signed Darvish, the general consensus is that they now have the best rotation in the division, perhaps by a 

wide margin. But let's not forget who had their lowest ERA last year. It was Hendricks, which is particularly impressive, 

considering his ERA was nearly a full point higher than it was in 2016. (He has now thrown 590 career innings with an ERA under 

3.00.) But unlike the rival Cardinals, if one of the Cubs' five stalwarts falters, there isn't much depth. 

 

9. Chase Anderson, Milwaukee Brewers 

With Jimmy Nelson out for a while still, Anderson is the star of the Brewers' rotation (until they make a trade, anyway). He was 

central to their surprising rotation performance in 2017, putting up a 2.74 ERA in 141 innings. The problem is now, with Nelson 

out, they're counting on Anderson putting up a lot more innings than that, which he has done before in his career … but with not 

nearly the success he had last year. 

 

8. Addison Russell, Chicago Cubs 

We all thought the Cubs would be laughing forever when they acquired Russell from the A's for two aging starters a couple of years 

ago. But for all Russell's defensive wizardry, he still hasn't figured out how to hit (he put up a rough .239/.304/.418 stat line in 

2017). There was a time when you wondered if Russell, who just turned 24 a couple of weeks ago, had a chance to end up being the 

best of all their young players. But he still hasn't put up a league-average offensive season and Javier Baez would love to play 

shortstop. It's probably time for Russell to figure it out. 

 

7. Carlos Martinez, St. Louis Cardinals 

The Cardinals have considered Martinez ace material for several years now, and at times, he can be as dominant as any pitcher in 

baseball. But he has never quite been a top-shelf No. 1 the way they've expected him to be. He made his second All-Star team last 

year, but his ERA was up .60 points to 3.64, and all told, Lynn was the better pitcher in 2017. The good news is that Martinez is 

somehow only 26 years old. 

 

6. Starling Marte, Pittsburgh Pirates 

On April 17 last year, Marte looked like a budding superstar, and the very linchpin of everything the Pirates were trying to do. He'd 

just won his second straight Gold Glove Award, he was coming off his first All-Star appearance and he was under team control 

through 2021 at highly discounted rates. Then came Marte's shocking 80-game PED suspension, and when he returned, he looked 

diminished and exhausted. The talent is obviously still there, but this is supposed to be his prime, and instead he's trying to put his 

career back together at the age of 30. 

 

5. Baez, Chicago Cubs 

If you only watched highlights of baseball, you might think Baez is the best player in baseball. He has mind-bending defensive 

abilities -- he's the only player I can remember who is fun to watch while tagging people -- and he has raw, terrifying power. 

Unfortunately, he has a staggering lack of pitch recognition and plate discipline; somehow he only walked 30 times last season in 



508 plate appearances, and half of those were intentional. Baez is only 25 -- but can you still figure out the strike zone at 25? If he 

can, he might yet become that best player in the game, non-highlight edition. 

 

4. Yelich, Milwaukee Brewers 

Yelich is the highest-profile addition of the offseason, and the Brewers had to pay through the nose in terms of prospects to get him. 

He's still worth it, particularly when you consider his team-friendly contract, and the scary thing about him is that he still has 

another gear left in his game. If Yelich can embrace the Launch Angle Revolution -- it's like a Dance Dance Revolution, only less 

stressful on the hamstrings -- he could become a truly next-level superstar, adding the one thing (power) missing from his overall 

game. The downside here is Jason Heyward, another ground-ball hitter who never stopped being a ground-ball hitter. 

 

3. Kyle Schwarber, Chicago Cubs 

The Cubs insist that Schwarber is their left fielder for the long haul, that he's just not a designated hitter stuck in the wrong league. 

But remember, the best Cubs team was great primarily because of its incredible defense, and one of the main reasons its defense was 

so incredible was because Schwarber tore his ACL the second game of the season. And it's not like Schwarber was J.D. Martinez 

with the bat last year: He still hit 30 homers in just 422 at-bats, and he still draws walks, but .211, with 150 strikeouts, isn't going to 

cut it for a guy who plays left like he's wearing flippers. 

 

2. Tommy Pham, St. Louis Cardinals 

Here is your obligatory reminder that Pham did not just show up out of nowhere last season: 

 

That was the last great Cardinals postseason moment -- he was so unheralded that the chyron called him "Thomas" Pham -- and the 

Cards are counting on him to give the club an opportunity to have another one. Pham was a revelation last year, a player who didn't 

get out of Triple-A until May (at the age of 29, no less) and then went HAM on the whole league, ending up 10th in FanGraphs 

WAR despite playing 30 games less than everyone else in the top 10 other than Mike Trout. It's not just talent, though; Pham is 

outspoken and brash and cocky and everything, frankly, that St. Louis hasn't been in recent years and desperately need more of. If 

the Cardinals are getting back to October, it'll be because Pham was, in his words, Pham-tastic again. 

 

1. Joey Votto, Cincinnati Reds 

The Reds likely aren't going anywhere this season, which means once again, we're all going to look past Votto. So it's time for some 

love here. Votto has slowly been putting together a sleeper Hall of Fame resume for the past few years -- he seems likely to be a 

beneficiary of the younger, more statistically minded voting bloc that's expected to emerge over the next decade -- but last year, at 

the age of 34, he might have had the best year of his career. He kept all that place discipline but started hitting the ball out of the 

park more, bombing 36 homers, the second highest of his career. Votto led baseball in OBP, walks, OPS and OPS+, and he played 

every single game. He's also funny! 

 

I've written an ode to Votto before, so I'll spare you another one here, but we are watching an all-time great and we don't even 

realize it. Votto is the best player in the NL, and probably the best player not named Trout. And at age 34, Votto is getting better. I 

don't care if the Reds win 56 games or 106; Votto is the best thing in this division, now and until further notice. 

 

CINCINNATI ENQUIRER 
 

Cincinnati Reds Notes: Reed's role in bullpen wouldn't be permanent or inconsequential 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 2:23 p.m. ET Feb. 14, 2018 | Updated 2:59 p.m. ET Feb. 14, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. – The fact Cody Reed is competing for a bullpen spot doesn’t mean he's done as a starter. It doesn’t mean he’ll 

be in a mop-up role if he makes the team. And it doesn’t mean he’s conceded a spot in the rotation. 

 

On Reed’s future: “I see Cody as a major league starter,” Reds manager Bryan Price said. “He could get stretched out and return to 

the rotation. I think inevitably that’s where his future is.”   

 

On Reed’s role this year if he makes the bullpen: “In a hypothetical world, I would want him to have an elevated role as opposed to 

last year – not necessarily a length guy,” Price said. “If he’s here in our bullpen, he should be pitching with some regularity. Or he 

should be starting in Triple-A. He needs to be pitching.” 

 

And what does Reed think about all this? “I think I’m going to get stretched out here and hopefully make a couple of starts,” he 

said. “I just want to force their hand.” 

 

Reed, the 24-year-old left-hander, was part of the Johnny Cueto trade with Kansas City in 2015. He’s always put up good numbers 

in the minors but hasn’t been able in the majors. 

 



“The last two years have been pretty smoky for me,” he said.  

 

He was 0-7 with a 7.36 ERA in the eight starts in 2017. Still, he came into last year as the Reds’ No. 2 prospect, according to 

Baseball America. 

 

He started the year on the big league roster. He made four relief appearances and retired the last 18 batters he faced before getting a 

start on April 22. It did not go well. He went two innings and allowed seven runs on four hits. He walked five and gave up two 

home runs. 

 

He was sent to Louisville on May 4. He finished the season with the Bats before getting a September call-up. He was 4-9 with a 

3.55 ERA in Triple-A. He did not allow a run in five September outings for the Reds. 

 

Reed’s star has obviously fallen some, but the Reds haven’t given up on him. The reason he’s competing for a bullpen spot is the 

other young pitches – Sal Romano, Robert Stephenson and Tyler Mahle – were better as starters last year. 

 

Reed was 1-1 overall last year with a 5.09 ERA.  

 

“I know my ERA looks bad, but take away that one start and I was as good as anyone else out of the ‘pen,” he said. “That helps my 

case for a bullpen spot. I’m going to try my best and try to make the team. 

 

“If not and I go to Louisville, I’ll try to force their hand to come back up and be the fifth guy. I want to get back to the guy they 

traded for.” 

 

The Reds used Stephenson in the bullpen early last year. He was able to transition to starting.  

 

“Sometimes it works beautifully, but other times it doesn’t,” Price said. “Robert was certainly better when he came back up as a 

starter, and he was a terrific performer. I felt going into last year that both Robert and Cody could do those roles, then potentially go 

back to the minor leagues and get stretched out and return as starters. It’s what happened with Robert. I don’t think it’s any different 

circumstance with Cody.” 

 

ALL BUT ONE: The only one of the 34 pitchers not here for the first workout Wednesday was Rafael DePaula. 

 

DePaula, a 27-year-old non-roster right-hander, pitched for the Dominican Republic in the Caribbean World Series. He is in the 

process of getting his paperwork finished. 

 

 

Here's why Scooter Gennett drove 32 hours in an RV to spring training 

John Fay, jfay@enquirer.com  

Published 3:10 p.m. ET Feb. 13, 2018 | Updated 7:41 a.m. ET Feb. 14, 2018 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — If anyone ever asks you how long it takes to drive from the Reds old spring training home in Florida to the 

new one in Arizona, you can answer “32 hours” with confidence.  

 

Well, that’s if you’re taking an RV. 

 

Scooter Gennett made the trek from Sarasota to Goodyear in a rental RV. He and his wife, Kelsey, and dog, Leo, spent the night in 

two RV parks.   

 

Leo was the reason for the unconventional mode of transportation. 

 

“He’s pretty big,” Gennett said. “Me and the wife aren’t too confident in putting him under the plane. We heard so bad stories about 

the dog coming out stiff as a board from baggage claim. 

 

“Unfortunately, I was the only one driving. My wife wasn’t too confident in driving a 30-foot RV. It would have been way better if 

she was, and I could have just kicked it. But I did it on my own.” 

 

Gennett did have to do the RV trick: Back it up. 

 

“A few times,” he said. “You’re supposed to get assistance. They’re supposed to get out and help you back up. But I must have 

truck driving in my blood. I didn’t need it.” 

 

Gennett has the RV for three more days. His first order of business after working out was to move it. 



 

“I’m not going to keep it in Mr. Castellini’s parking spot,” he said.  

 

Gennett is wearing No. 3 this year after wearing No. 4 last year. The change wasn’t because Brandon Phillips took exception to his 

old number being used. 

 

“It’s my favorite number, 3,” Gennett said. “Dale Earnhardt mainly. I was a big Dale fan when I was younger. Still am. I don’t 

really like No. 4.” 

 

Gennett is going to arbitration Friday. He’s coming off a career year – .295, 27 home runs, 97 RBI and the four-home run game – 

but he knows the Reds will be talking about what he can’t do, rather than what he did. 

 

President of baseball operations Dick Williams pulled Gennett aside to prepare him. 

 

“It’s just the business side of things,” he said. “Arbitration is tough, not only for the player but for (the team) as well. Our  

conversation was basically like ‘however it goes and no matter what’s said in there, it’s not a reflection what we actually think of 

you.’ I understand.” 

 

ALL FOR ONE: The Reds expect all but one of the 34 pitchers in camp to participate in Wednesday’s first workout. Rookie Davis 

is still recovering from surgery to correct a hip impingement. 

 

“He’s been throwing, which is the next step,” Reds manager Bryan Price said. “I think it was a good idea to get out here early with 

training and strength guys.” 

 

SCOUTING REPORT: Reliever Jared Hughes, the Reds’ biggest free agent signing, has faced the Reds a lot – 43 times. He was 4-2 

with 2.80 ERA in those appearances. He’s happy to share his scouting report with anyone he’s faced. 

 

He’ll pick his new teammates’ brains as well. 

 

“I’m going to ask Billy (Hamilton) about what he sees in my move,” Hughes said. “I’m trying to hold runners on better. He’s the 

best baserunner in baseball.” 

 

Hughes, by the way, is one of the more outgoing players in baseball. 

 

THE ATHLETIC 
 

Greetings from Goodyear: Bryan Price talks rotation options on Day 2 of camp 

By C. Trent Rosecrans 15 hours ago  

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — In 2012, five Reds pitchers accounted for 161 of the team's 162 starts (bonus points if you can name the 

sixth starter), but since then an average of 12.6 different pitchers have started for the Reds in the last five seasons. 

 

Over the 810 games since 2012, 38 different pitchers have made starts for the Reds, including 16 in 2017. 

 

If these five seasons have taught us nothing, it's that what we saw in 2012 was rare and something you can't really count on. 

 

Making that 2012 more amazing is that Todd Redmond made his one start only because the team had a doubleheader against the 

Cubs and needed another pitcher for the makeup game. If not for that, Johnny Cueto, Mat Latos, Homer Bailey, Bronson Arroyo 

and Mike Leake would have made every start for the team that season. 

 

So when Bryan Price said he had an idea for a starting rotation on Tuesday when pitchers and catchers reported, it's not like he was 

counting on the four he noted — Bailey, Anthony DeSclafani, Luis Castillo and Brandon Finnegan — to make 33 starts apiece. 

 

“In my time here, we haven’t had what you would call a standard spring training. We haven’t been caught off guard but we’ve been 

challenged at times to come out of spring training with the anticipated starting rotation,” he said on Wednesday. “I would anticipate 

that everybody that’s here that has a starter’s background is going to be competing, regardless of whether they are starting the game 

or coming in second or third. They are going to be competing as starters for starter’s positions.” 

 

That means Triple-A Louisville will have a rotation made up of pitchers who have mostly seen some time in the big leagues — all 

of whom will be just a quick call away from returning to Cincinnati. 

 



Among those are Amir Garrett and Jackson Stephens, both of whom had their own successes at the big leagues last season. The two, 

Price said, could get starts this spring in Cactus League play. Of the four starters who are competing for that fifth spot, only one 

(Michael Lorenzen) is slated to return to the bullpen if he doesn't win a starting spot. That means two or three of the group including 

Sal Romano, Robert Stephenson and Tyler Mahle could be in Louisville's Opening Day rotation. 

 

And then there's Cody Reed, who is competing for the big-league bullpen, but would return to the Louisville rotation if he doesn't 

win that spot. 

 

“In a hypothetical world, I would want him to have an elevated role as opposed to last year — not necessarily a length guy,” Price 

said. “If he’s here in our bullpen, he should be pitching with some regularity. Or he should be starting in Triple-A. He needs to be 

pitching wherever he is and whatever role he’s in.” 

 

That's kind of what happened with Stephenson last year. He was on the Opening Day roster but in the bullpen. Stephenson pitched 

in just 13 games in the first two months of the season. He then made seven starts (and a relief appearance) in Louisville before 

returning to the big leagues after the All-Star break as a starter. In 12 appearances (and 11 starts) afterward, he went 5-4 with a 3.30 

ERA. 

 

“Robert was certainly better when he came back up as a starter, and he was a terrific performer,” Price said. “I felt going into last 

year that both Robert and Cody could do those roles, then potentially go back to the minor leagues and get stretched out and return 

as starters. It’s what happened with Robert. I don’t think it’s any different circumstance with Cody.” 

 

Rookie veteran: At one point Wednesday morning I was out in the hallway outside of the Reds' complex talking to Barrett Astin, 

and Scooter Gennett popped out of the clubhouse. 

 

Gennett first went to his left and saw the training room, came back and said, “Where's the dining room?” 

 

Both Astin and I thought he was kidding. He wasn't. After we pointed in the other direction, he passed the dining room and we had 

to yell at him that he went too far. 

 

Even though it seems like Gennett has been a Red for a while, he noted he only had 10 hours in Goodyear last year before the Reds 

broke camp, so he's still getting his bearings around the Reds' facility. 

 

Almost all here: All but one of the Reds' pitchers and catchers have reported. Only right-hander Rafael De Paula is absent. De Paula 

was playing in Mexico in the Caribbean World Series and has had visa issues. 

 

De Paula, who turns 27 next month, pitched for the high-A Tortugas and Triple-A Bats last season after starting the season in the 

Padres' organization. He played in four different levels last season — Rookie, high-A, Double-A and Triple-A. 

 

PHX dining report: This isn't something I was aware of, but my roommate out here, Pedro Moura, said Phoenix has a bad reputation 

for Mexican food. He's from Los Angeles, so I guess he's comparing it to L.A. as opposed to Cincinnati (shout out to La Mexicana, 

one of my favorite Mexican restaurants anywhere). 

 

Anyway, he said he doesn't buy it. This came up because we hit La Santisima on 16th St. in Phoenix. The extensive salsa bar was 

just the start. 

 

What I'm working on: Finishing up a story on Luis Castillo's two-seamer tonight and then working on a Tucker Barnhart story. 

 

If there's anything you're interested in reading about, let me know. 

 

Also: I started an Instagram for baseball stuff because nobody wants to see so many pictures of my daughter and dogs that populate 

my personal one. Anyway, it's instagram.com/ctrentATH. Check out some video and pictures from today's first workout. 

 

 

The origin story of Luis Castillo's two-seam fastball 

By C. Trent Rosecrans 9 hours ago  

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — Luis Castillo's version of the story seems too good to be true. According to the second-year Reds starter, the 

first time he threw his two-seam fastball was at Yankee Stadium in the second inning of his seventh big-league start. He had the 

bases loaded and no outs and a 3-1 count to Todd Frazier when he unfurled what would become one of the big-league's best pitches. 

 



Castillo, then just 24 and never having thrown a pitch at Triple-A, had impressed in his first six starts, going 1-3 with a 3.86 ERA 

leading into that day. He'd settled in, impressing with his 100-mph fastball, plus change and developing slider. He'd struck out 43 

batters in 35 innings and walked 15. 

 

In the eight games after the July 25 game against the Yankees, he'd go 2-3 with a 2.37 ERA with 53 strikeouts and 15 walks in 49 

1/3 innings. 

 

The difference between “promising” and “future ace” was the two-seam fastball that he threw at an average of 97 mph. 

 

That's what makes his story so good. According to Castillo, the first time he threw it, Frazier grounded it to shortstop Jose Peraza, 

who stepped on second and threw on to first for a double play. New York's Didi Gregorius then got hung up between second and 

third and was tagged out for a triple play. 

 

What better way to debut a pitch? 

 

“I was trying to figure out a pitch to get me a ground ball or something like that,” Castillo recalled, according to Reds interpreter 

Julio Morillo. “I was like, OK, this is what I want to do, this is what I'm going to throw — it's going to be the two-seamer and here 

we go, we got a triple-play.” 

 

Devin Mesoraco called the pitch, but couldn't remember if that was exactly the first one Castillo threw. He knew it was the first day 

he'd seen the pitch, but if Castillo's 29th pitch of the game was indeed his first two-seamer, he did not recall. 

 

“It certainly makes a better story, I don't remember it that way,” Mesoraco said before the team's first workout of the 2018 spring 

training. “But he could be right, it was a long time ago.” 

 

MLB.com's Statcast said his first pitch of that game was a two-seamer, going for a ball against New York's leadoff hitter, Brett 

Gardner. His second pitch was also a two-seamer, this time for a strike. 

 

What is not disputed was that Castillo had been playing around with the pitch, and after throwing it a few times in the bullpen that 

day, he decided he'd debut it against the Yankees. 

 

When the Reds traded veteran Dan Straily to the Marlins for Castillo and two other prospects in January of 2017, he had a 100-mph 

fastball, a devastating changeup and a poor curveball. 

 

Last spring, the Reds ditched his curveball and had him start throwing a slider. That slider was the focus of his development, but 

when Mesoraco caught him during a rehab assignment early in the season, he thought a two-seamer would fit his arm angle. 

 

After a couple of starts, the numbers and his eyes told Reds pitching coach Mack Jenkins the same thing. Jenkins said he, bullpen 

coach Ted Power and Morillo, a former minor-league catcher, talked to Castillo about the pitch and showed him a grip one day. 

Pretty quickly, Jenkins saw it wasn't taking. 

 

In the end, Jenkins told Castillo that when he felt comfortable throwing it, he should just throw it in a game. 

 

That day was July 25 in Yankee Stadium. 

 

Mesoraco remembers walking in from the bullpen and Jenkins telling him Castillo may throw it. 

 

Whenever he broke it out, Mesoraco knew immediately that the rookie was on to something. 

 

“I remember Mesoraco says, 'Holy shit, we can use that pitch!'” Jenkins recalled. “The kid comes in he goes, 'My first time in pro 

ball, Yankee Stadium, I throw the two-seamer.' I said, 'I see.'” 

 

Jenkins chuckles at the thought. He saw. Everyone saw. 

 

Stuart Turner, a Rule 5 pick and third catcher for most of the season, warmed Castillo up between innings and all of a sudden this 

new pitch he'd never seen from Castillo was “blowing up my thumb,” and he wasn't even throwing it at full strength. 

 

“I think Devin was catching and I came into the dugout and told Tucker (Barnhart), his ball's moving that much,” Turner said 

holding his fingers more than a foot apart. “It was moving across the plate. It's usually not like that.” 

 

If the Marlins hadn't started having second thoughts about the deal before July 30, they certainly did afterward. That day Castillo 

faced off against Straily and gave up one run on three hits in eight innings. He struck out six and walked one. 



 

“I was back there with the ability to put down whatever I wanted and it was coming to that location with some nasty-ass 

movement,” Barnhart recalled. “That was the moment for me that I was like, holy cow. I'm back here putting things down that we 

haven't done at all. We haven't done this this season, we haven't even talked about it and he's putting it down and executing these 

pitches. That's in there. 

 

“That kind of outing is in there. I think the sky's the limit for the guy. The ability to start throwing that two-seam. The slider got 

better, his changeup is as good as there is in the game. He's a special, special kid.” 

 

ASSOCIATED PRESS 
 

Reds open camp with only 1 open spot in the rotation 

By Gary Schatz | AP February 14 at 5:39 PM 

 

GOODYEAR, Ariz. — The Reds opened camp on Wednesday with one unclaimed spot in the rotation, a major improvement over 

last year. The question is whether their three veteran starters can make it to opening day without any setbacks. 

 

Cincinnati is counting on Anthony DeSclafani, Homer Bailey and left-hander Brandon Finnegan to stay healthy for a change, 

anchoring a rotation that has little experience beyond those three. Luis Castillo impressed as a rookie and is expected to get the 

fourth spot, leaving one open to competition. 

 

“The good thing is that it’s not open tryouts,” manager Bryan Price said. “But it’s not a get-your-arm-ready-for-the-season spring 

training, either.” 

 

DeSclafani, Bailey and Finnegan are in camp and appear to be fully recovered from injuries that limited them to a combined 22 

starts. 

 

DeSclafani missed the entire season with a sore elbow, a year after being limited to 20 starts because of a strained left oblique. 

Bailey had elbow surgery before the start of spring training last year, his third straight season limited by injuries, and wound up 

making 18 starts. Finnegan separated his shoulder midway through the season. 

 

“I’ve been ready since I left for the offseason,” Finnegan said before the first workout. “Last year was tough. I’m not saying I’m the 

key, but it was rough watching the team lose and wanting to help.” 

 

The Reds allowed the most homers in the majors and were last in the NL in runs, walks and ERA at 5.17. With all the injuries, they 

called up rookies before they were ready, a major factor in their third straight 90-loss season. 

 

Finnegan is the only left-hander in the rotation. Price isn’t sure which spot he’ll get, waiting to see how he looks while pitching 

batting practice this month. 

 

“I’m confident he will make the rotation,” Price said. 

 

Finnegan went 10-11 with a 3.98 ERA in 31 starts in 2016, one season after joining the Reds as part of the trade that sent Johnny 

Cueto to Kansas City. His goal is to get through spring training without a medical issue. 

 

“I’ve never had a good spring training,” Finnegan said. “In the past, that’s just how it went. I’m concentrating on staying healthy.” 

 

Castillo was called up in June and impressed with his consistent fastball. He went 3-7 in 15 starts with a 3.12 ERA that was the best 

by an NL rookie. His eight quality starts were second on the staff. He’s been working on adding a breaking pitch. 

 

“His velocity sets him apart,” Price said. “You don’t see a lot of guys throw 95-97 mph for seven innings. It’s rare for a young 

pitcher to have the presence and comfort that he showed last year.” 

 

Michael Lorenzen, Sal Romano, Robert Stephenson and Tyler Mahle are competing for the fifth spot. Lorenzen pitched out of the 

bullpen last season. 

 

Rookie Davis is the only starter from last season who is still limited by an injury. He had hip surgery. 

 

Transactions 
 



02/14/18  

Atlanta Braves placed LHP Grant Dayton on the 60-day disabled list. 

  

 


